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1) Phineas - Main Street Train Station
Reference: The Traveler hitchhiking Ghost
Animation: Carpet bag in one hand, Phineas gives his signature hitchhiking thumbs-up.

2) The Hatbox Ghost - The Chapeau
Reference: The Hatbox Ghost found in the Haunted Mansion attic room
Animation: The Hatbox Ghost stands on the balcony above The Chapeau, reaching out
an open hand to guests and swinging his hatbox wildly. Periodically his head disappears
and appears in the hatbox before returning to his shoulders.

3) Lassé de la Vie - Main Street Cinema
Original: A glamorous film actress from the golden age of the silver screen.
Animation: Lassé de la Vie sits with her legs crossed on the sign of the Cinema,
swinging one leg gently as she smokes from a cigarette holder. Periodically she lowers
her sunglasses on her nose and peers over them at guests.

4) Slugs MacKenzie - Casey’s Corner
Original: An old-school baseball player carrying a stout bat.
Animation: Slugs MacKenzie stands on the roof of Casey’s corner, alternating between
lazily leaning on his bat and setting up for a swing. Tossing up a ball and hitting it clear
off into the distance, he spits off to the side before returning to leaning on his bat.

5) Big Hobbs, Hobbs, & Skinny Hobbs - East of the Swiss Family Treehouse
Reference: The three stacked men sinking into quicksand in the stretching portrait hall
Animation: Stacked on top of each other, as in their portrait, the three teeter dangerously,
their arms pinwheeling, while stuck in a patch of quicksand across the river.

6) Harrison Hightower III - Jungle Cruise
Reference: Character of the same name from DisneySea’s Tower of Terror
Animation: Harrison Hightower III is suspended above the roof of the Jungle cruise
docks by an enormous python. He wrestles with it, neither one gaining the upper-hand.

7) Jolly Roger - Pirates of the Caribbean
Original: A skeletal pirate based on the talking skull within the PotC ride.
Animation: Hanging from the side of the clocktower, Jolly Roger swings a cutlass,
showing off his swordsmanship.

8) Gus - Frontierland Train Station
Reference: The Prisoner hitchhiking ghost
Animation: Ball and chain in one hand, Gus gives his signature hitchhiking thumbs-up.
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9) Alexander Nitrokoff - Big Thunder Mountain Railway
Reference: The dynamite man from the stretching portrait hall
Animation: Standing atop a barrel labelled TNT, Alexander Nitrokoff orates to guests,
gesturing with a sheet of paper as sticks of dynamite sparkle menacingly around his feet.

10) Sawyer Bottom - Splash Mountain
Reference: The man tied to a log at Phantom Manor’s (PM) stretching portrait hall
Animation: In between ride logs falling down the main drop of the ride, Sawyer Bottom,
tied to a log, can be seen hurtling down the falls as well.

11) Barry Claude - Country Bear Jamboree
Reference: The man being attacked by a bear at PM’s stretching portrait hall
Animation: On the roof of the Country Bear Jamboree, Barry Claude is locked in a mortal
struggle with an animated bear skin that engulfs him. They grapple and roll about the
roof.

12) Joseph Flint & Anthony Locke - Frontierland Shootin’ Arcade
Reference: The pistol dueling ghosts from the Haunted Mansion’s ballroom
Animation: The two men stand back-to-back atop the roof of the shooting gallery. They
each pace to opposite edges of the roof and turn swiftly, firing. Both miss but the recoil of
their pistols knocks them off-balance and they each fall from the roof, dissolving before
reforming in their initial position back-to-back.

13) Captain Culpepper Clynne - Riverboat Landing
Reference: Character referred to on a headstone in the Haunted Mansion queue line
Animation: Cpt. Clynne stands by the docks, smoking a pipe. From time-to-time he
removes the pipe from his mouth to spit out a handful of bubbles, before returning the
pipe to his lips.

14) Zero - Ye Olde Christmas Shoppe
Reference: Jack’s ghost dog from The Nightmare before Christmas
Animation: Zero gambols happily about outside the Ye Olde Christmas Shoppe.

15) The Headless Horseman - Sleepy Hollow
Reference: The Headless Horseman by Washington Irving
Animation: The horseman sits atop his horse, flaming jack-o-lantern in hand.
Periodically, he rears up and throws a pumpkin at the guests, which dissipates into
smoke.
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16) The Black Knight - Prince Charming Regal Carousel
Original: Possibly drawing reference from the various knights in the Haunted Mansion. A
fully-suited knight on horseback carrying a lance.
Animation: The Black Knight tilts continuously around the top of the carousel, every three
circuits stopping to rear up on his horse’s hind legs.

17) Abigale Patecleaver- Gaston Fountain
Reference: The old woman from the stretching portrait hall
Animation: Holding a bouquet of flowers and sitting atop the Gaston statue, Abigale
Patecleaver smiles kindly down at guests. Periodically she glances from side to side and
leans in conspiratorial as her bouquet transforms into an ax. She winks knowingly at
guests before resuming her previous unassuming front.

18) Rowan D. Falls - Under the Sea: Journey of the Little Mermaid
Reference: The man going over a waterfall at Phantom Manor’s stretching portrait hall
Animation: Rowan D. Falls rows from one end of the small river next to the queue line in
a phantom row boat, pausing in the middle to wave up at guests.

19) Ignatius Knight - Seven Dwarfs Mine Train
Reference: The man standing on TNT at Phantom Manor’s stretching portrait hall
Animation: Ignatius Knight produces a cigar and a box of matches. He carefully lights the
cigar and, as he takes the first few puffs, tosses the match over his shoulder and into the
boxes of dynamite that surround him. He is engulfed in smoke as the dynamite explodes.
He waves his hands and coughs silently as the dust clears.

20) Little Mary - Mad Tea Party
Original: A small girl and the various paraphernalia to hold a tea party.
Animation: Mary sits cross-legged, floating in the air, as cups, saucers, and a teapot all
float around her. Periodically Mary takes one of the cups and drinks from it before
returning it to it’s floating position and the teapot refills it.

21) Daisy de la Cruz - Dumbo, the Flying Elephant
Reference: The tightrope woman from the stretching portrait hall
Animation: With her tightrope stretched between the two posts of the Dumbo ride, Daisy
walks back and forth, umbrella held out for balance.

22) Ezra - Storybook Circus Station
Reference: The Skeleton hitchhiking ghost
Animation: Grinning widely and tipping his hat, he gives his signature hitchhiking
thumbs-up.
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23) Connor Dragula - Tomorrowland Speedway
Original: A gaunt man with fangs in a vintage helmet and racing suit.
Animation: Connor leans, “Rebel without a Cause”-style against the sign for the
Speedway. Periodically he gestures finger guns to the guests passing below.

24) The Galactic Ghost - Space Mountain
Reference: The nebula ghosts from the Space Mountain Ghost Galaxy seasonal overlay
Animation: Looming larger than life in the sky above Space Mountain, the Galactic Ghost
bares its teeth and thrashes about, consumed with malice towards the guests below.

25) Astro Arnie - Astro Orbiter
Original: An astronaut dressed for a space walk
Animation: Tethered to the Astro Orbiter by a long hose, Arnie drifts away some distance
before frantically reeling himself back in.


